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Abstract: This paper proposes a permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) table-based
torque control method considering a variable DC-link voltage that can be used in a low cost DSP.
The current reference generation based on two-dimensional look-up table (2D-LUT) is widely used
for PMSM drives used in industrial applications because of its torque control performance and
operation stability. In general, a 2D-LUT is established based on the flux and torque to overcome
the variation in DC-link voltage. However, this method requires a flux estimator for estimating the
instantaneous flux, which is defined as a division of the operating speed used to obtain the flux data.
Therefore, to obtain the operating flux, a variable division calculation or complex controller is used,
which can be difficult to process through a low cost digital signal processor. In this paper, a novel
look-up table-based control method that uses the newly established speed-torque 2D-LUT is proposed.
This 2D-LUT inherently implements data on the d-/q-axis currents throughout the operating regions,
not only the speed and torque, but also the DC-link voltage variation. The proposed method was
verified through an experiment on the torque control a variation in the DC-link voltage.
Keywords: look-up table-based PMSM drive; two-dimensional look-up table; flux weakening operation

1. Introduction
Permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSM) have been adopted for improving efficiency
of the mechanical drive in various industrial applications. In this area of applications, the PMSM
drive was developed for low cost but robust control performance which is always the task to motor
drive engineers. Presently, the cost of digital signal processor (DSP) is reducing due to technology
improvements; however, the price of DSP is still one of the most expensive component in PMSM drive.
Although the cost of fixed point DSP is much smaller than the cost of floating point DSP, complex and
robust control algorithm cannot be easily adapted with fixed point DSP because it can only handle
integer variable.
On the other hand, to achieve the robust torque control for PMSM drive, look-up table (LUT)
based current control has been widely adopted to generate a current reference for precise torque
generation corresponding to the torque reference. This LUT is established experimentally under
extreme conditions in order to consider the inductance saturation or resistance variation, and thus the
target drive has a steady torque generation against variations in the guaranteed operation range [1].
A general LUT-based PMSM drive uses a two-dimensional look-up Table (2D-LUT), speed-torque [2–
4], or flux-torque [1,5–8] for reference. Figure 1 shows these control methods. A speed-torque
2D-LUT-based control method has a simple control algorithm. As shown in Figure 1a, it does not
require any specific processes for 2D-LUT usage, and it is, therefore, comparatively convenient to
adapt in a low cost PMSM drive. However, there is no way to reflect the DC-link voltage variation,
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and the 2D-LUT has to be made under the minimum voltage of DC-link for a stable operation against
the variation in DC-link voltage. Due to this reason, the controllable power is reduced to a level that
can occur at the minimum DC link voltage. To reflect this variation in the DC-link voltage, a torque
control method using flux-torque table is generally applied on the PMSM drive as shown in Figure 1b.
Although a flux estimator and a torque limiter are required, controllable power is enlarged due to the
estimated flux automatically reflects the DC-link voltage variation. However, to implement this method
in a low cost DSP, the flux estimator has a considerable processing burden because it requires a variable
division calculation [5,7] or a controller with variable gain, which has been obtained from experiments
conducted under various DC-link voltage conditions [6,8]. Other studies have reflected the variation in
DC-link voltage, and the method in [1,9] uses a three-dimensional LUT (3D-LUT), which increases the
number of LUT inputs for reflecting the DC-link voltage. However, these methods require excessive
amounts of experimental data and allowable memory, as well as a complex interpolation method.
To exclude methods using a flux estimator and 3D-LUT, a speed-torque 2D-LUT-based control method
considering the variation in DC-link voltage is proposed in [10–13]. These studies indicate that if the
ratio of the current to nominal value of the DC-link voltage is applied to the speed information, it can
control the motor reflecting the variation in DC-link voltage despite the use of speed-torque 2D-LUT.
However, these methods also require a variable division calculation to obtain the voltage ratio, and as
a result, they cannot be easily implemented in a low cost DSP.

Figure 1. Conventional torque control methods based on 2D-LUT: (a) speed-torque table-based control
and (b) flux-torque table-based control.
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In this paper, a simple torque control method for PMSM is proposed considering the variation
in DC-link voltage, which can be easily adopted in a low cost DSP. The proposed method uses a
speed-torque 2D-LUT for the generation of the d-/q-axis currents reference. However, a calculation
process to obtain the DC-link voltage ratio is not needed, which is essential for reflecting the current
DC-link voltage in [10–13]. The proposed control method was verified through an experiment under
various DC-link voltage conditions.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the concept of the proposed method is given
and how to establish the speed-torque table considering DC-link voltage variation are presented
with the experimental set-up for verification. In Section 3, experiments are conducted to prove the
proposed method. The conclusion of this paper is given in Section 4.
2. Proposed PMSM Torque Control Method Based on 2D-LUT
2.1. Composition of Proposed Control Method
First, a general model equation of the PMSM can be expressed as follows.
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where vrds , vrqs are synchronous d-/q-axis voltages, respectively.
irds , irqs are synchronous
d-/q-axis currents, respectively. Rs is phase resistance. Ld , Lq are d-/q-axis inductances respectively.
ωr is angular speed. φr is permanent magnet flux. Te is motor torque. P is motor poles.
Under the steady-state operation, the back-EMF of the PMSM is described through (3) ignoring
the relatively small stator resistance. If the flux weakening operation region is restricted under the
linear modulation region, the maximum allowable back-EMF voltage can be described through (4).
q
vmag = ωr ( Ld irds + φ f )2 + ( Lq irqs )2
q
= vrds∗2 + vrqs∗2

(3)

√
vmax = Vdc / 3

(4)

where vmag is the back-EMF magnitude of the PMSM. vmax is the maximum allowable
back-EMF voltage. Vdc is DC-link voltage. In general, the difference between (3) and (4) is inserted into
the PI controller to calculate a suitable LUT input for a flux weakening operation. In the speed-torque
2D-LUT-based control method, the modified speed that reflects the current DC-link voltage is inserted
into the LUT [10–13]. Figure 2 shows the proposed and conventional control block diagrams.
The proposed control method does not require a calculation block to apply the current DC-link
voltage information to the speed, which differs from a conventional control method. Instead of this
calculation block, the proposed method increases/decreases the speed information through the PI
controller output from the difference between (3) and (4), and then modifies the LUT data composition
to reflect the variation in the DC-link voltage.
Please note that the PI controller provides robustness to the uncertainty and variation in machine
parameters such as the stator resistance and inductance; although the back-EMF voltage is affected by
such variation in the parameters, the output of the PI controller mitigates the effect [6,7,10]. To reduce
the computational complexity, the squared values of (3) and (4) are inserted into the PI controller to
remove the sqrt function. This reduces the processing burden for the DSP.
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Figure 2. Overall speed-torque 2D-LUT-based PMSM control block diagram: (a) conventional [10–13]
and (b) proposed methods.

2.2. Establishment of Speed-Torque Look-Up Table for Reflection of DC-Link Voltage
As previously mentioned, since the torque control method based on the speed-torque table cannot
reflect the variation in the DC-link voltage, the d-/q-axis currents data are obtained at the minimum
DC-link voltage to prevent a voltage saturation. In this study, the nominal DC-link voltage of the
proposed control method is the maximum allowable DC-link voltage. As explained in [5], the d-/q-axis
currents curves for the maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) and the maximum torque per voltage
(MTPV) are the operation boundaries, which means the variation in DC-link voltage has no effect.
Therefore, the proposed methods used to obtain the d-/q-axis currents data for the MTPA and MTPV
are the same as in the conventional LUT method [10,11]. However, the d-/q-axis currents data for
the flux weakening region must be modified because such data are affected by the variation in the
DC-link voltage.
norm , the voltage
If the speed-torque 2D-LUT is established for the nominal DC-link voltage Vdc
restriction of proposed 2D-LUT can be described as follows:
vnorm
max = ωr

q

( Ld irds + φ f )2 + ( Lq irqs )2
√
norm
= Vdc
/ 3

(5)

To change d-/q- currents in DC-link voltage variation, the currents data for a certain speed should
norm . If certain DC-link voltage is V norm , ω norm is described as (6).
be defined as ωr1
r1
dc
norm
ωr1
= q

vnorm
max

( Ld irds + φ f )2 + ( Lq irqs )2

(6)

norm to V (V norm > V , d-/q- axis currents should be
If the DC-link voltage is changed from Vdc
dc1 dc
dc1
changed for the fixed torque generation. In Figure 3, the changed d-/q- axis currents for the DC-link
voltage variation is shown. When the restricted back-EMF voltage ellipse is changed with DC-link
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voltage as (4), changed d-/q-currents which expressed as the green line of Figure 3 can be obtained
from a complicated calculation, which is the root of the fourth-order equation from (2) and (5) [10].
However, these d-/q-axis currents data for a varied DC-link voltage are stored in the LUT by the
norm . In this case, modified speed according to changed V
d-/q-axis currents of ωr2
max is only required
for reflection of current DC-link voltage. First, the ratio of the current DC-link voltage to the nominal
DC-link voltage is α herein. With this coefficient, the variation in vmax is calculated using (7).
α=

Vdc
norm
Vdc

norm
αVdc
V
vmax = √dc = √
= αvnorm
max
3
3

(7)

As described in (7), vmax is simply proportional to the varied DC-link voltage. If vmax is substituted
into (5), the speed normalized by the DC-link voltage is easily obtained through (8).
norm
ωr2
= q

= q

vmax

( Ld irds

+ φ f )2 + ( Lq irqs )2
αvnorm
max

( Ld irds + φ f )2 + ( Lq irqs )2

norm
= αωr1

(8)

norm must be moved to the current set of ω norm
As shown in Figure 3, the d-/q-axis currents set of ωr1
r2
norm
for a diminished DC-link voltage from Vdc to Vdc1 . To adapt this concept, the proposed controller
described in Figure 2b regulates the speed input of 2D-LUT using a feedback controller, which reflects
the current DC-link voltage. ωrmod decreases more than the actual speed as the voltage increases. This is
because the restricted voltage ellipse is expanded. On the other hand, ωrmod increases more than the
actual motor speed as the DC-link voltage decreases because the restricted voltage ellipse is diminished.
To determine a proper ωrmod , which is defined as a multiplication of ωr and DC-link voltage ratio
α obtained from the feedback controller, which regulates the estimated back-EMF to the restricted
voltage. Please note that this feedback controller reflects not only the current DC-link voltage but also
the variation in motor parameters, as revealed from the estimated back-EMF. Therefore, this controller
facilitates a stable control of the target PMSM.

Figure 3. d-/q-axis currents trajectory on DC-link voltage variation.

To reflect the DC-link voltage variation by speed input, the speed-torque table using in the
controller can reflect all possible DC-link voltage conditions. Unfortunately, the 2D-LUT made by
conventional establishment method can not reflect this voltage variation. Figure 4 shows the difference
between conventional and proposed speed-torque table. In conventional speed-torque 2D-LUT as
shown in Figure 4a, each speed in 2D-LUT reflects only one point of DC-link voltage. Therefore,
if we set the DC-link voltage as V norm , the voltage limit ellipse of the maximum speed is defined
under the condition that the DC-link voltage is V norm . However, proposed 2D-LUT can reflect more
shrunken voltage limit ellipse as shown in Figure 4b. In the first procedure to establish the proposed
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speed-torque table, the proposed method requires the d-/q-axis currents data obtained experimentally
under the condition of the minimum DC-link voltage. Using this procedure, the d-/q-axis currents data
located at the most shrunken voltage-limit ellipse can be obtained, as shown in the grey line of Figure 4.
In the second procedure, to transform the d-/q-axis currents data for each speed at the minimum
DC-link voltage into the current data for each speed at the nominal DC-link voltage, the assigned
speed information has to be modified using this equation.
norm
ωrn
=

1 Vmin
ωrn
α

(9)

V

where ωrnmin is the speed of the minimum DC-link voltage.

Figure 4. Speed-torque 2D-LUT established using 6X6 memory map (a) Speed-torque 2D-LUT
established under V norm (b) Proposed speed-torque 2D-LUT configuration.

In this case, α is the ratio of the minimum DC-link voltage to the nominal DC-link voltage.
As the final procedure, the speed-torque 2D-LUT is constructed using the d-/q-axis currents sets
of each modified speed. Please note that the maximum modified speed is consistently over the
practical maximum speed because α in (9) is consistently below 1. For instance, when the DC-link
voltage is decreased from the nominal value, ωrmod is increased, as shown in Figure 2b, owing to
the voltage feedback controller, which reflects the decreased DC-link voltage. Because the d-/q-axis
currents set for a higher speed is the d-/q-axis currents set for the decreased DC-link voltage, it can
generate suitable d-/q-axis currents for variation in the DC-link voltage with the voltage feedback
controller. Moreover, the d-/q-axis currents data implemented in the proposed speed-torque 2D-LUT
are established experimentally under the condition of extreme temperature and the smallest allowable
DC-link voltage, and the d-/q-axis currents data consider not only the DC-link voltage variation but
also variations in the motor parameters such as the inductance or resistance. Therefore, the proposed
2D-LUT generates suitable d-/q-axis currents in accordance with the torque reference under all
conditions within the allowable range of the DC-link voltage.
2.3. Experimental Setup
The parameters of the target motor used in this study are shown in Table 1. The rated power of
the target motor is 80 kw. Because the center of the voltage limit ellipse is inside the current limit circle,
the motor in theory can be controlled at an infinite speed. However, because of the durability and
mechanical constraint of the system, the maximum speed of the target motor is 8000 rpm.
Figure 5 shows a picture and a diagram of the experimental setup. As shown in Figure 5a,
target PMSM is controlled by the target inverter, and it is connected with IM load controlled by
commercial load inverter. Load inverter controls load motor according to the speed command.
Target inverter is composed of 6-switch inverter and the controller as shown in Figure 5b.
The micro control unit (MCU) of this controller is Cortex M3 from ARM corporation to verify the
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proposed control algorithm is effective in low cost motor drive system. The DC-link voltage is directly
affected by the DC power supply output for testing under variable DC-link voltage condition.
Table 1. MOTOR PARAMETERS.
Parameters

Unit

Value

Permanent Magnet Flux
d-axis Inductance
q-axis Inductance
Nominal DC-Link Voltage
Minimum DC-link Voltage
Max Current
Rated Speed
Max Speed
Max Torque
Switching Frequency

λm
Ld
Lq
norm
Vdc
min
Vdc
Imax
ωrrate
ωrmax
Tmax
f sw

0.056 Wb
260 µH
360 µH
380 V
260 V
380 A
3380 rpm
8000 rpm
180 Nm
10 kHz

Figure 5. Experimental setup (a) Picture of experimental setup (b) Composition of the experimental setup.

3. Results and Discussion
The speed-torque 2D-LUT is created based on a DC-link voltage of 260 V, and the speed data
should be modified into the speed data based on a DC-link voltage of 380 V using the method presented
in Section 3, and stored into memory. Figure 6 shows the current map stored into memory.
Because the value of α calculated by (7) is 0.6842, the current map data should be generated for
a maximum motor speed of at least 11,693 rpm. In conclusion, the maximum motor speed for the
stored current data should be higher than the actual maximum motor speed to compensate the current
reference in case of a variation in the DC-link voltage by adjusting ωrmod .
The proposed 2D-LUT, however, can perform the maximum power control with different DC-link
voltages. Figure 7 shows the experimental result of maximum power control under minimum and
maximum DC-link voltage and this experiment was conducted in room temperature. Figure 7a,b are
waveforms under maximum (380 V) and minimum (260 V) DC-link voltage respectively, and it is
shown that the output is varied according to the input voltage. Also, the motor speed is varied from
rated speed to 8000 rpm by the load motor during the experiment.
As mentioned earlier, the proposed d-/q-axis currents map is obtained under the allowable
maximum temperature for the stable performance in the circumstance variation. Since the resistance
value increases/decreases as the temperature increases/decreases, the voltage limit ellipse is
shrunk/extended according to the operating temperatures. Therefore, the proposed method
automatically generates proper current map corresponding to 8000 rpm which is the maximum
speed for varied voltage limit ellipse in any operating conditions.
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Figure 6. Proposed d-/q-axis currents map: (a) d-axis and (b) q-axis.

Figure 7. d-/q-axis currents trajectory for maximum torque driving with different DC-link voltages:
(a) DC-link voltage of 380 V and (b) DC-link voltage of 260 V.

As shown in Figure 7b, the value of ωrmod is 11,650 rpm during the motor is rotating at 8000 rpm,
which current map data are for the more extended voltage limit ellipse, while the value from the
calculation is 11,693 rpm. This is because the voltage drop from the resistance is reduced resulting in
voltage limit ellipse extension.
Meanwhile, Figure 7a shows that ωrmod has the same value as the actual speed of the motor.
The reason is as follows. Even if the converted α gain value is applied to the map, the converted speed,
ωrmod should be smaller value than the speed of the map. Because, stored d-/q-axis currents data is
under high temperature experiment for reflecting the largest ohmic voltage drop.
However, the proposed voltage controller controls ωrmod less then the practical speed,
increasing maximum power in flux-weakening region due to increasing DC-link voltage is restricted,
even though practical controllable power is extended due to diminished ohmic voltage drop from
room temperature. Although the limit is existed in the proposed control method, the difference
is not significant because it is as much an error as an ohmic voltage drop caused from the
temperature variation.
Figure 8 shows the d-/q-axis currents trajectories when the DC-link voltage is varied by 20 V from
380 V to 260 V, and 130 Nm of the torque reference is input at a constant motor speed of 3000 rpm.
From 380 V to 340 V of the DC-link voltage, the current references are the same because the
DC-link voltage is capable of achieving the maximum torque control from the MTPA curve. When the
DC-link voltage is changed from 340 V to 260 V, the current references are changed into the references
for a flux-weakening operation because the torque controller can no longer track the MTPA curve with
a decreased DC-link voltage.
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Figure 8. d-/q-axis currents trajectory for constant torque control with variable DC-link voltage
(DC-link voltage of 380 V to 260 V, constant motor speed of 3000 rpm, and torque reference of 130 [Nm]).

It has been shown that even if the DC-link voltage is changed during the operation, the proposed
method achieves the maximum torque control according to the DC-link voltage variation when
adjusting the current references along with the DC-link voltage.
Figure 9 shows the experimental results for constant torque control with a variable
DC-link voltage.

Figure 9. Constant torque control using proposed method during DC-link voltage variation.

Using the proposed method, the speed of the motor ωr is controlled at 4800 rpm, the torque is
80 [Nm], the DC-link voltage is 320 V, and ωrmod is calculated as 5700 rpm.
When the DC-link voltage is changed to 380 V, the calculated speed ωrmod is decreased to 4800 rpm
to maintain the output torque. As a result, the output torque incurs a small fluctuation but remains
almost unchanged.
When the DC-link voltage is returned to 320 V and then changed to 260 V, the calculated speed
mod
ωr is increased to 7015 rpm to maintain the torque, which as before is also not severely changed.
In conclusion, if the DC-link voltage increases, ωrmod gradually decreases and ωrmod increases if the
DC-link voltage decreases, resulting in almost the same output torque without an additional device or
excessive memory capacity.
Figure 10 shows the experiment results of the maximum torque and power under various
conditions of the DC-link voltage. An increase or decrease in the DC-link voltage is reflected by
the feedback controller, which tunes the speed input of the 2D-LUT. As shown in the figure, the rated
speed is increased in accordance with the increased DC-link voltage. For this reason, the maximum
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torque at the specific speed in the flux weakening region is increased even it does not use the flux-torque
2D-LUT to reflect the DC-link voltage. Therefore, the maximum power is also extended in accordance
with increasing DC-link voltage.
These results prove that an appropriate torque control is achieved, not only at a DC-link
voltage of 260 V but also at 320 V and 380 V by means of a general feedback control using a novel
speed-torque 2D-LUT.

Figure 10. Experiment results of (a) maximum torque and (b) power using the proposed method (380,
320, and 260 V).

4. Conclusions
In this paper, a PMSM torque control method considering the DC-link voltage variation with a
speed-torque 2D-LUT was proposed. Conventionally, d-/q-axis currents references from the flux-torque
2D-LUT have been used for reflecting the variation in DC-link voltage. However, this method
requires a comparatively complex composition, such as a variable division, the establishment of
an LUT, and verification of the current maps. In contrast, the proposed torque control method can
be implemented in a low-cost microprocessor with only fixed-point arithmetic owing to its simple
structure and easy calculation process. The proposed control method was verified experimentally that
the controlled torque is sustained although the DC-link voltage varied,moreover, controllable power is
expanded according to the increased DC-link voltage as same as the conventional complex algorithm
for DC-link voltage variation.
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